x737 Manual for beginners
Starting and Takeoff
_________________________________________
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1. Correct installation after download
Move the unzipped x737 aircraft folder to the Heavy Metal folder in your X-Plane installation. The
x737 plugin is included with the aircraft and must not be moved from its location shown below.

1b. Installation of a downloaded updated x737 plugin only to an existing aircraft:
The downloaded plugin has to be installed in the same location as the original. You should get a
question from the computer asking you if you want to replace the current file. Click Yes/Ok.
______________________________________________________________________________________
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2. Setting X-Plane's preferences
The x737 is recommended by us to be started from a "cold" flightdeck. This means that the option in
the screenshot below has to be UN-checked as shown.

Re-open the aircraft from the Aircraft menu to see the effect.
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3. Preparing for flight
(The Checklister plugin is running in my screenshots to show each step more clearly.)
http://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?autocom=downloads&showfile=3167
Now, before you do anything else, move the aircraft to the local ramp from the Location / Select
Global Airport menu by clicking on any of the Ramp buttons.
The default airport LOWI is used in this tutorial.

3a. Electric Power
Click the area to the left of the overhead panel to bring up the x737 menu.
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Select Complete Overhead to see the Overhead Panel popup

Close the Battery breaker and its safety cover by clicking on it.

The DC meter is also set to show the voltage on the DC bus. Ignore the
Hydraulic Pumps prompt for now (future expansion)
Switch the Nav Lights to ON and turn the weather radar to OFF. (WXR switch). The overhead panel
can be dragged around to reach switches that are hidden by it. All popup windows in X-Plane can be
closed by clicking the upper left or right corners.
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Next page in the checklist:
Close the Standby power breaker and its cover to set it to auto.
Switch the other items on the checklist page to ON also. They are all on the OH panel.

Now "request" Ground Power by clicking
the blue light here in the square
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Flip the GND power switch below the blue "GND power available" light to ON, it will
pop back to the center position.
Switch the AC meter to show the actual voltage and frequency received from the cable.
(Due to a small bug the window heat will now be displayed as on in the checklist although
it's not true.)
Switch the window heaters on as well as select either the Left or Right Ignitors on the engines. The
switch is placed between the engine start switches.
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3b. Fuel
(For this tutorial we skip the step of building a flightplan and calculating fuel requirements etc)
Click the same overhead area as in the first example to bring up the x737 menu.
Select Make Fuel Request

Edit the number shown marked with
blue to 12000 kg. The amount shown
as Captains request is what will be
transferred to the plane.
The amount shown as Carrier (airline)
can be edited too as they most of the
times are the same but it will not affect
the amount of fuel tanked.

Click Realtime Auto to see the fuelling station popup. It is a panel on the underside of the right wing,
that's the reason the view switches to the outside.

The wing tanks are filled first as shown by the blue lights. They show open tank valves. The wing
tanks must be full before any fuel is pumped to the center tank.
Now switch the view to the forward flightdeck view again. (W key)
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3c. Preparing cont.
Set the weight of Pax and Cargo in the X-Plane "Weight and Fuel" menu (under Aircraft).
The total with fuel must not exceed the MTOW of the aircraft. (Max Take Off Weight)
Add payload until you get about 150,000 lbs for this example. You may have to re-visit this screen
again if tanking is in progress to fine tune the takeoff weight.

Now use the Performance Calculator found here: http://www.eadt.eu/index.php?manual to get the
take off speeds etc. This example is flown out of LOWI (default airport) so get the charts to see runway length and heading and altitude. Enter the numbers into the spreadsheet.

Weather info can be received as ATIS. Set COM 1
frequency to 126.02 to hear it or see it as
scrolling text. To turn ATIS off, set another
frequency on COM 1.
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In our example it's clear and no wind. If X-Planeʼs ATC has set RWY 26 as active, add a few knots of
wind from 80 deg in the X-Plane Weather menu (turn auto updated weather to off).
The values normally used in B737 are for a Flaps 5 take off. (The runway is a bit short so a Flaps 15
takeoff can be flown if wanted.)
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Since LOWI is in a valley surrounded by high
mountains it's important to check the
departure chart.

Set the numbers on the MCP ("eyebrow" panel
shown below) to Runway heading and speed
V2+15. Set the Altitude to either Cruise
altitude 35,000ft or the altitude given by ATC if
you fly online. Set the altitude to 9500 ft on the
MCP for this example.
The MCP should show this:

Here the Course windows show 68 and 66 as a reminder for what headings to fly after takeoff. They
have no effect when flying in HDG mode.
Also, set the frequencies on the radios for NAV (VOR) and ADF now as per the checklist

Set the Cruise altitude in the pressurisation panel.
(Should read 35,500)

Check the airport diagram or X-Plane Local Map to
plan how to taxi to the runway and run through the
departure in your head.
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3d. Fuel Pumps

Double check the
weight, fuel and
switch all pumps to
ON on the overhead
panel
– 6 switches

If you fly with less than
454 kg or 1000 lbs in the
center tank the center
pumps must be OFF.

The center pumps must also be OFF until the plane is flying at a shallow angle after takeoff if the
center tank has less than 3000 kg to avoid fuel pressure loss due to the forward pump drawing air.
More detailed info on the fuel system here:
http://www.smartcockpit.com/data/pdfs/plane/boeing/B737/systems/B_NG-Fuel.pdf
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3e. Auxiliary Power Unit

Click the APU start switch at the bottom right
of the picture. Set the AC meter switch to APU
GEN.

The frequency and voltage will rise as it spins
up and a blue light will illuminate when it's
ready to be connected.
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Connect it to the busses by clicking the two
switches below the light. (For realism, let it run
one minute before connecting)

The APU is now powering the aircraft. The
Ground Power light is still ON to show that
it is ready to be connected if needed.
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3f. Pushback from gate.
Switch the Warning Beacons to ON and disconnect the GND power by clicking its light.
Request permission to pushback and to start engines from ATC if you fly online.

The utility SimplePushback is recommended for this.
http://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?autocom=downloads&showfile=1130
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4. Engine Start.
(First scroll the view down a bit to see the lower part of the panel)
Start the Right engine by switching the start switch to GND. The start air valve lights up and the
engine values should rise normally.
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When N2 passes 25% push
the cutoff handle forward to
the Idle position.

Do the same for the Left engine. The Engine Generator lights are now lit to show that they are ready
to be connected. (Note also that the wing spar and engine fuel valve lights have extinguished
to indicate that they are normal and open)

Switch the engine generators to the busses and set the engine start switches to CONT. This will keep
the igniters running CONTINUOUSLY and reduces the risk of flameout.
The voltages from the generators can be checked on the AC meter. Switch Probe (pitot) heat ON.
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5. Prepare to Taxi.
Switch the taxi lights on.
Arm both Flight Directors,
just the first you click will
remain lit to indicate it is
the Master (MA).

Arm the Auto Throttle
controller

Set Flaps 5. (Three clicks on the
flaps joystick/keyboard button.
Count 1,2,5.) (for Flaps 15
count 1,2,5,10,15. The
indicator should then
point at "quarter past
the hour")

Get permission to taxi from ATC. Add a little bit of power and release the brakes. Avoid using more
than 35% N1 on the ramp. As soon as you have set the plane rolling you can reduce N1 to almost Idle
by pulling the throttles back. (Due to a brain lapse I got pushed in the wrong heading for this tutorial
but luckily there is enough room on the ramp to do a reversal).
Steer with the rudder pedals
as X-Plane isn't simulating a
Tiller (steering wheel). Keep
speed to around 10 kt on the
ramp.
N1 30% while accelerating.
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Idle when at speed

Max taxi speed when on the taxiway is 20 kt.
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6. Takeoff and Climb
Hold short before entering the runway and switch on HUD, Strobes and Landing lights.
Close the Checklister window now. Check for birds near the runway.

Set the transponder
to TA/RA

Get clearance for takeoff and enter the runway and taxi to the end of 08.
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The HUD Switch, scroll up to see it.
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Arm the HDG SEL mode by clicking the button on the MCP.
Line up and center the rudder before accelerating.

Push the throttles fully forward and engage the N1 hold
mode. (For realism throttle up to 40%, hold brakes
and check the engine performance display for problems,
set N1 80%, release brakes and engage N1. Hold
while pushing the throttles to max.)
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The following things happen very quickly and a co-pilot is really needed to manage
it realistically.
Rotate at the Vr speed that was calculated by the spreadsheet, 146 kt. Pull back slowly to avoid
scraping the tail. Hold the nose at 10° pitch until you have climbed 50 ft over ground.
Increase the angle to near, but not over, 20° pitch nose up by pulling back smoothly on the stick.
Raise gear (G key). Try to keep the speed from running away by managing the pitch attitude.
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Engage one CMD.
This will give control
to the autopilot.

Click LVL CHG and center the controls smoothly. This mode lets the aircraft fly at the set speed while
the engines run at full power. To stop accelerating the plane will pitch up and climb. This is the most
efficient way to climb in the 737. (it's recommended to set 1% dead zone in the joystick page to let
the controls center fully when the stick is released)
Retract Flaps as speed builds up. The aircraft must be clean when you pass 200 kt.
Set speed to 240–250 kt. Switch the APU off or leave it running until you have a less stressy
environment.
Check that the engine mode is showing CLB in the engine display.
(If set to CRZ by mistake you will have very bad climb performance.)

When near the preset
altitude set 35000 as cruise
alt if cleared to climb higher
by ATC. Otherwise let the
aircraft level off. It will
enter Speed Hold mode
automatically. When cleared
to continue the climb, set
the new altitude limit and
click LVL CHG again.
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When passing 10,000 ft switch off landing lights, APU and engine start switches (unless you're still in
the clouds). Seatbelt sign to OFF/Auto also to allow the cabin crew to start working.

When passing the Transition altitude (11,000 ft in Switzerland) set speed to 280 kt
and the baromentric ground pressure is set to 1013 hPa / 29.92 mmHg
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When nearing 26,000 ft (Flight
Level 260) be prepared to switch
the speed-mode back to KIAS as it
cuts over to Mach automatically.
The auto-switching is a safety
feature to avoid over-speeding but
it will make the plane level off since
it's flying slower than the preset M
0.76 at this moment.
By keeping the speed set at 280 kt
you'll get a smooth climb. The
round button below the IAS/MACH
window does this.

When the mach number reaches 0.76
click the button again to switch to mach.
Set the speed to 0.76.
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When nearing cruise altitude
set speed to 0.79 since this
yields the best fuel economy.

Now practise your approach and landing by opening the file x737LandingNew.pdf
Benedikt & Pierre
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